INSPIRED BY YLG CONFERENCE 2022
‘If we love nature we will take care of it’
A SELECTION OF BOOKS TO GET
CHILDREN INTERESTED IN THE
NATURAL WORLD AND ITS RESOURCES

Where land becomes sky and the
sky becomes sea,
I first saw the whale, and the
whale first saw me.
And high on the breeze came his
sweet-sounding song –
‘I’ve so much to show you, if
you’ll come along’.

‘Undoubtedly a stunning debut … A lyrical narrative combines with beautifully drawn scenes
from under the waves and brings to life the reality of pollution’ THE BOOK ACTIVIST
‘Not since The Snowman has a journey conjured so much sheer joy, connection and
imagination’ BOOKS FOR KEEPS
‘A fantastical, rhyming tale of friendship, which highlights the distress caused to sea creatures
by plastics’ SCOPE FOR THE IMAGINATION
‘A rolling, rhyming text that scans and richly textured images’ THE SUNDAY TIMES
Winner of the Derby Award, shortlisted for the Klaus Flugge Award, Spark! Award and
North Somerset Teachers Book Award
280 X 240mm, 32pp
978-1-912650-91-0 £7.99
KAREN SWANN grew up in the UK and trained as a physiotherapist. She now lives with her
family in Nottingham and is a keen rock climber.
PADMACANDRA grew up in Scotland, lives in Norfolk and graduated from the Cambridge
School of art. She is a buddhist, poet and artist.

FOLLOW MY FOOD is a stylish, narrative non-fiction
series to help very young children understand and
appreciate where their food comes from. The books
encourage environmental awareness and respect for the
animals and people who produce food.
‘The series would be a wonderful addition to discussions on
sustainability’ THE SCHOOL LIBRARIAN

‘A perfect introduction to how milk is produced…There is rich
vocabulary: herd, parlour, dusk, bulge, guzzles, and a word
quiz and milk facts reinforce new word learning.’ JUST
IMAGINE
240 x 240mm, 32pp
HB: 978-1-912650-52-1

‘The simple, bold illustrations are attractive and informative,
and there’s just the right level of detail to enable young people to
understand how a jar of honey is produced. BOOKTRUST
HB: 978-1-912650-70-5

‘Shelly Hen is a useful text to help EYFS and KS1 children
understand how eggs are important in a balanced diet, and how
important it is that the hens which lay them are treated well.’
SCHOOL READING LIST
HB: 978-1-912650-89-7

‘Clear illustrations and spare text ensure that this is accessible to
young children and could be shared aloud too. In a similar approach to
A Seed Grows there is a helpful information section at the end of the
book highlighting the needs of the growing fruit and the importance of
eating food that is grown closer to home.’ A LIBRARY LADY
HB: 978-1-912650-96-5
DEBORAH CHANCELLOR lives in Saffron Walden. She has written over a hundred books
for children, and been shortlisted for the Little Rebels Award.
JULIA GROVES lives in Norwich. Her previous baby books and picture books have been
nominated for the Progressive Pre-School Awards.

In the Garden
A collection of four picture books which encourage very young
children to relate to and appreciate the natural world.
Free resources at www.scallywagpress.com/resources
‘Perfect for encouraging little ones to find their green fingers get their knees muddy
and have a wonderful time.‘
NORTH SOMERSET TEACHERS BOOK AWARD REVIEW
‘Effectively simple...conveys its crucial environmental message without a
hint of preachiness.‘ BOOKS FOR KEEPS
‘With short rhythmic text and glowing illustrations it is set to be a story read
over and over again.‘ ANGELS AND URCHINS
32pp. 240 x 240mm
HB 978-1-912650-03-3
PB 978-1-912650-34-7

LONG LISTED FOR THE KLAUS FLUGE PRIZE

‘This simple look at a sunflower life cycle and the seasons is again pitch
perfect for the very young. A small piece of brilliance.‘
RED READING HUB
‘A superb little book for early years kids, encouraging them to try
growing their own things.‘ READ IT DADDY
HB 978-1-912650-08-8
PB 978-1-912650-35-4

SHORT LISTED FOR THE TEACH EARLY YEARS AWARDS 2021
‘Follow the journey of a tiny seed to a big, fat, orange pumpkin! This book shares with
young readers the delight of working with nature, and shows the need to be patient.‘
READING ZONE
HB: 978-1-912650-38-5
PB: 978-1-912650-86-6

‘A gorgeous book to share with the young and likely to be the start of many adventures
in the garden.‘ LOVE READING 4 KIDS

A little girl hears a bird which is frightened away by some cats
fighting. As she searches for her bird, she encounters many other
intriguing animals and insects. Then, after sitting down to listen to and
enjoy the sounds of nature all around, suddenly her bird comes back!
• Music, mindfulness and meditation will be appreciated by adults and
children alike
• A simple text uses poetry and repetition and will be a joy to re-read many
times
ROB RAMSDEN is an illustrator and educator. He’s the dad of the boy who
saw a bee! As a keen gardener, Rob has become the student, and the pollinators
have become his teachers; his type of gardening is strictly about the wildlife.

April 2023
HB: 978-1-915252-00-5

ANTOINETTE PORTIS is known for her beautifully
crafted picture books with gorgeous art and informative and
stimulating texts. They draw from and are about the natural
world.
‘Minimal words work beautifully with the bright and bold
illustrations, in a style reminiscent of Eric Carle's The Very
Hungry Caterpillar’ Just Imagine

‘This is a superb example of an information text, ostensibly for
younger children, but with multi-age and multi-curriculum
uses… deserves a place in every school’
LOVEREADING4SCHOOLS
230 x 230mm 40pp
PB: 978-1-912650-60-6
HB: 978-1-912650-26-2

‘An exquisite inspiration for EYFS wall displays and
cross-curricular literacy and art ‘things that grow’ topics.
There’s also an impressive and clever sense of perspective
that will intrigue younger readers and the vertically
unfolding ‘until it forms a bud’ page is a delightful twist
in this narrative nonfiction tale.’ SCHOOL READING
LIST
230 x 230mm 40pp
HB: 978-1-912650-93-4

‘Lyrical, funny and elegantly illustrated, it’s ideal to reread.’
NEW STATESMAN
‘Every riddle asks readers and listeners to embrace the great
outdoors, to re-experience the familiar with all their senses alert.‘
BOOKS FOR KEEPS
Winner of the 4-7 non-fiction English Association Book
Award 2021
Nominated for the 2021 Greenaway Medal
203 x 203mm 40pp
HB: 978-1-912650-96-5
ANTOINETTE PORTIS lives in California. Her books have won an American Library Association
Seuss Geisel Honor and a New York Times Ten Best Illustrated Books of the Year mention.

Happy Eco Christmas!

‘The perfect gift for young eco-warriors’ LANCASHIRE EVENING POST
‘This charming book celebrates Christmas in a different way, full of empathy and
gently reminds us to love our planet. If you buy just one book this Christmas, make it
this one!’ CREATIVE STEPS
‘Tells the plaintive story of a small Christmas tree abandoned on a cold pavement in
January, ideal to read when the festive season draws to an end.‘
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
LONG LISTED FOR THE KLAUS FLUGGE AWARD 2021
275 x 200mm, 32pp
HB: 978-1-912650-39-2
PB: 978-1-912650-98-9

BETHAN WELBY lives in Devon, UK. A graduate of the MA in Children’s Book
Illustration at Cambridge School of Art, The After Christmas Tree was her debut picture
book
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